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Dear Stakeholders,
As this complex industry has evolved over time, Westmed believes that it is no longer enough to focus solely on the delivery of care. Rather, understanding the challenges our patients face every day, we must always
evaluate the impact any business decision makes on our patients, our people and the world around us.

Anthony Viceroy is the chief executive officer
of Westmed Medical Group, an award-winning
multispecialty outpatient organization, comprised of 500
physicians and advanced care providers and more than
1,500 employees throughout Westchester and Fairfield
Counties. Under Mr. Viceroy’s leadership, Westmed
has continued to expand its service offerings and build
strategic partnerships to enhance the health and wellness
of its patients, and the surrounding community.
As one of 548 Accountable Care Organizations in the
United States, Westmed has earned a national reputation
for its focus on improving the quality of care for
patients, while reducing unnecessary costs in the system.
According to the CMS Medicare Shared Savings Report
(2018 Performance Year) Westmed ranked within the
top 6% nationally for total savings generated, compared
to the MSSP benchmark. The group has achieved savings
consistently each year, with more than $40 million in
cumulative financial savings for CMS since 2013.
In addition to his focus on maintaining excellence in
quality initiatives, Mr. Viceroy has also championed
enhancements to the Westmed Patient Experience,
and has led the group to achieve an impressive 95th
percentile ranking for overall patient satisfaction, when
benchmarked regionally against other health care
organizations in our community.
Further, Westmed has earned repeated industry
recognition as one of the “Best Workplaces” in the
country by Fortune magazine under his leadership.

As I reflect on the past year, I have a sense of pride in our team for what we have been able to accomplish. At the start of the year, we gathered more than one thousand employees, across thirteen outpatient
centers, together in one room. During our first All-Hands meeting, we shared our vision for Westmed’s role
in the future of health care, and asked for participation from our entire organization. Our employees are
the heart and soul of Westmed and without their ongoing support we would not be able to deliver the high
quality care that our patients receive every day.
As we deepen our positive impact in the world in 2020, we are also going to be thinking critically about the
change we want to drive inside Westmed. Our physicians, nurses and staff have joined us because they want
to be part of something greater, and to experience the pride of working on a team whose purpose is to help
our patients become the best versions of themselves. More than ever, I have seen that when we come together as an organization, we can make a difference. By educating our community, investing in our people,
supporting sustainable practices, and adopting meaningful innovation, we aim to reshape the patient experience, support wellness and build healthier communities where future generations will thrive. This annual
report serves as a transparent acknowledgment of our efforts in these four key areas, and clearly outlines
what we have achieved and where there is opportunity for greater improvement.
As we look ahead to the future of our industry and our organization, we hope to build an enduring company by staying true to our mission, embracing new ideas, and innovating in ways that are meaningful to our
patients, partners and community. We hope you will continue to join us on this journey.
Sincerely,

Anthony Viceroy
Chief Executive Officer
Westmed Medical Group
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An award-winning multispecialty
outpatient medical group.

364

primary &
specialty doctors

110 1,139

advanced care
providers

full-time
employees

358,283
patients cared for annually

1,468,774

total patient visits year-to-date

60

medical services
& specialties

13

offices in
NY & CT
Data as of 12/31/2019

OUR MISSION

To be your trusted partner in
comprehensive, lifelong care.
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2019 WESTMED SOCIAL IMPACT HIGHLIGHTS
Westmed employees are united in their quest to improve the health and wellness of the families in the communities we serve.
We aim to empower all of our team members to fulfill our mission and reach their potential by making a difference in the lives of others. Each year, Westmed cares
for more than three hundred and fifty thousand patients in Westchester and Fairfield Counties. By leveraging a comprehensive care approach, Westmed offers
patients the ability to take an active role in their health care decisions.
This document includes key highlights and progress from the 2019 calendar year, in the four areas on which this organization is focused:
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COMMUNITY

PEOPLE

Westmed actively champions
health, wellness and prevention
initiatives that impact the
community where we live and
work.
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3

4

ENVIRONMENT

INNOVATION

The best characteristic of
Westmed physicians, nurses,
advanced care providers and staff
is their unwavering commitment
to our organizational values,
including empathy and
mindfulness.

Building a long term, sustainable
approach to the delivery of
quality health care, to reduce
or eliminate negative impact
on human health or our
environment.

Addressing the needs of our
digitized health care ecosystem,
and implementing unique and
effective technological solutions
that address challenges faced
by patients, physicians, staff and
our community.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS:

KEY HIGHLIGHTS:

KEY HIGHLIGHTS:

KEY HIGHLIGHTS:

• Westmed Foundation
• Exclusive wellness
partnership with WW
(Wellness that Works)
• Community education events
• Volunteerism

•
•
•
•

• Green Business Certificate
• Westmed Go Green team
• Environmentally Friendly
Safety & Sanitation Practices:
Viking Pure Solutions
• Grounds to Grow On™

• eHealthcare Leadership
Award Winner 2019
• My Westmed Patient
Portal & Mobile App
• Clinical Quality &
Excellence Initiatives

LPN tuition reimbursement
Employee FunRun
Enhanced PTO policy
Fortune Magazine
“Best Workplaces”
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COMMUNITY
Westmed Medical Group, and its team of
passionate caregivers, dedicate their lives
to educating our patient population and
championing health, wellness, and prevention
initiatives that impact the communities where
we work and live.
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COMMUNITY
WESTMED FOUNDATION
Westmed Medical Group is excited to
announce the creation of the Westmed
Foundation, a nonprofit organization that has
applied for 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status, whose
mission is to build a healthier tomorrow by
benefiting charitable organizations that support
wellness initiatives for children and young adults
in our community.
On an annual basis, the Westmed Foundation
promises to donate funds to other charitable
organizations whose missions are aligned with
our two giving pillars: Mental Wellness and
Healthy Eating.

OUR MISSION
To build a healthier tomorrow by benefiting nonprofit
organizations in our community that support wellness
initiatives for children, to help them thrive.

OUR GIVING PILLARS

MENTAL
WELLNESS

HEALTHY
EATING

• Suicide Prevention
• Crisis Services
• Education Initiatives

• Hunger Prevention
• Fresh Produce Programs
• Nutrition Education
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COMMUNITY
EDUCATING OUR FUTURE
In today’s connected world, there are millions of
articles, websites, blogs, vlogs and influencers
providing different information across many
platforms, about what it means to live a healthy
life. Unfortunately, despite the fact that our
society has access to more information than
ever, preventable conditions such as obesity,
hypertension and type 2 diabetes are still
growing in prevalence in the US population.
The Westmed Medical Group team believes
that the voices of our experts – trusted pillars
of the Westchester and Fairfield County
communities – can provide patients with
science-based information, and advice that
can ensure better health outcomes for future
generations.

PATIENT EDUCATION:
MEDTALKS

COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY
RELATIONSHIPS

Westmed MEDTalks are a new community
education initiative implemented in 2019 in order
to help patients benefit from gaining relevant health
care information and insights directly from a reliable
source – the Westmed doctors!

In 2019, Westmed has taken an active role in
shaping the future of the health care industry,
by partnering with local colleges and universities. Through these partnerships, Westmed is
able to educate future caregivers about what it
means to deliver superior patient care in a modern era. The WMG leadership team participates
in quarterly networking events and panels at local
universities to help prepare the next generation
for the future of medicine, and provide them with
every opportunity to excel in their area of focus.

GOAL
The goal of the MEDTalk program
is to educate patients and address
varying health and wellness
issues that are topical, timely and
important to people in Westchester
(NY) and Fairfield (CT) counties.
Each month, Westmed presents patients the
opportunity to attend these 100% free community
lectures that are hosted both on-site conveniently
at various Westmed office locations, as well as at
numerous community partner facilities, such as the
Rye YMCA.

THE
MEDITERRANEAN
DIET

ANXIETY
IN
STUDENTS

VAPING &
JUULING

PBH &
PROSTATE
CANCER

SUMMER
SAFETY

PCOS &
INFERTILITY

MEDICARE
PART D
PLAN

GENETICS
OF BREAST
CANCER

• Pace University – Advanced Practice Provider (APP) Program
• Manhattanville College
• New York Medical College (NYMC)
• Fordham University
• Sacred Heart University
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COMMUNITY
INVESTING IN OUR
PATIENTS’ WELLNESS
Our Partnership with WW,
Weight Watchers Reimagined
At the end of 2019, Westmed formed an
exclusive partnership with WW*, (formerly
Weight Watchers®) to complement its everexpanding preventive care strategy, and inspire
thousands of patients in our community to
adopt healthy habits for real life*.
This partnership allows all Westmed patients
to access healthy recipes, track points and
fitness activity and even mindfulness resources
such as Headspace - all through Westmed’s
partially subsidized plan through the WW Digital
Program and mobile application.
By engaging in this partnership and making
this investment for our patients, Westmed
is demonstrating its commitment to keeping
people healthy and championing a community
where patients are celebrated on their journey
towards a healthier life.
*This exclusive partnership is limited to Westchester, Fairfield
and Putnam counties and includes partial subsidy for active
Westmed patients.

EAT
SMARTER

GET
MOVING

PRACTICE
MINDFULNESS

with help from WW’s
science-based
SmartPoints System

Build healthy habits by
setting goals and tracking
physical activity.

Tools & resources that will
help you connect
and reflect.

Focusing on Prevention
of Illness and Wellness, by
Investing in Areas Proven
to Deliver Consistent,
Positive Patient Outcomes:
Healthy Eating, Physical
Activity and Mindfulness.
*Source: WW Impact Manifesto, October 2019.
https://www.weightwatchers.com/us/impact-manifesto
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COMMUNITY
VOLUNTEERISM
Westmed places a significant emphasis on our
culture and believes that a deliberate effort to
uplift those in need around us, truly helps to
improve the health of our community.
Westmed offers all of our employees the
opportunities and inspiration to engage in
volunteerism activities, and build lasting
relationships with community members and
local organizations who share the Westmed
team mission.

HOLIDAY GET WELL
CARD-MAKING DAY

BAKE SALES FOR
BREAST CANCER

Together with our partner, Volunteer New York!,
Westmed employees donated their time to engage
in a meaningful charity project in 2019 by making
custom “Get Well” cards delivered during the
holidays to children in local hospitals.

Every year, starting
in June, Westmed
employees host bake
sales to raise money for
breast cancer research.
The bake sales are held
twice a month and raise
$400 on average per
sale. This culminates into an employee donation to
the American Cancer Society in October during
Breast Cancer Awareness Month.

Doing good together builds camaraderie
that lasts well beyond the event itself.

Employees then participate in the Breast Cancer
Walk at Manhattanville College in Westchester,
where Westmed Medical Group also makes a
significant contribution as a corporate sponsor
every year in support of this important cause and
our employee’s efforts.

As part of our continued commitment to the
communities we serve, Westmed organizes a
Corporate Service Day each year in partnership
with the charitable organization, Volunteer
New York!
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COMMUNITY
GIVING BACK
As part of our commitment to fostering lifelong
care for generations to come, Westmed
Medical Group is proud to provide charitable
contributions to various community outreach
programs that support health and wellness.
In 2019 Westmed supported initiatives
championed by the following nonprofit
organizations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Heart Association
American Cancer Society
SPRYE: Staying Put in Rye & Environs
Family Services of Westchester: FSW
White Plains Hospital Foundation
Greenwich Hospital Foundation
NAMI: National Alliance on Mental Illness
The Rye YMCA
Swim Across America
Hudson River Museum of Westchester
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PEOPLE
Westmed continues to receive national
recognition for measured health care
excellence in virtually all areas of medicine.
We are successful because of our people
and the unique contribution each individual
brings to their role, reflecting the diverse
backgrounds, experiences and perspectives of
the communities we serve.
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BEST WORKPLACES™

PEOPLE
GREAT PLACE TO WORK®
CERTIFIED
For the fifth consecutive year, Westmed
Medical Group received certification as a Great
Place to Work, and is qualified to rank among
the country’s best companies in the entire
country.

Westmed Medical Group is proud to have earned
national recognition by the Great Places to Work
Institute as a “Great Rated Company” annually
since 2014, a “Best Workplaces in Healthcare”
(#27), and a “Best Workplace in New York” (#23)
in 2017 by Fortune Magazine. In 2018, Westmed
was again honored by Fortune Magazine and
the Great Place to Work Institute as a “Best
Workplaces in Health Care & Biopharma” (#21).

This recognition is a testament to the
hard work, passion and commitment to
service that each of our employees bring
to our medical practice every single day.
Great Place to Work® is known as an authority on
high-trust, high-performance workplace cultures.
Through proprietary assessment tools, Great
Place to Work® provides benchmarks, framework,
and expertise needed to evaluate and recognize
outstanding workplace cultures in the United
States.

Best Workplaces™
In Health Care
and Biopharma
USA

2018

WHAT OUR TEAM THINKS

91%

91% of employees believe that
when you join Westmed, you are
made to feel welcome.

89%

89% of employees feel a sense of
pride when they look at what they
have accomplished.

87%
87%

87% of employees believe that
their work has special meaning:
this is not just a job.

87% of employees are proud
to tell others they work for
Westmed.

LEADING THE WAY IN PATIENT EXPERIENCE
As of Q4 2019, Westmed was ranked in the 95th percentile for overall
patient satisfaction when benchmarked regionally against other health care
organizations in our community.
SOURCE: PRESS GANEY, 2019
SOURCE: Great Place to Work® Best Workplaces Survey, 2019-2020
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SUPPORTING EMPLOYEE
HEALTH & WELL-BEING

PEOPLE
WESTMED FOR
WELLNESS PROGRAM
As part of our comprehensive wellness and
benefits package, Westmed offers a significant
discount on monthly employee contributions
for medical coverage after visiting a Westmed
primary care provider to complete an annual
physical and wellness exam.
Discounts vary depending on chosen plan
type, but employees can see their monthly
medical contributions reduce by nearly 50%

once they enroll in the Westmed for
Wellness Program and complete their

annual physical.

100%
FREE
COPAYS

As a nationally-recognized outpatient medical
center, Westmed understands the critical role
that health and wellness play in the lives of our
employees. For this reason, Westmed continues
to offer comprehensive and quality health care
benefits that meet our employees’ diverse needs.
Some of the health incentives Westmed employees
benefit from include:
Gym membership discounts: All employees are
encouraged to stay active and fit with a 33%
discount on all Sports Club Network facilities, such
as New York Sports Club.
Smoking cessation programs: Freedom From
Smoking® sessions are held in partnership with the
American Lung Association, and are available to
both patients and staff to help them find the best
way to quit smoking.
Employee Assistance Program (EAP): A new
complimentary benefit for Westmed employees,
includes services and support for problems that
may affect a staff members’ personal or work life
such as: marriage & family, stress, grief, substance
abuse, divorce, legal concerns, etc.
Competitive Time-Off (PTO) Policy: Westmed
enhanced it’s competitive PTO Policy in 2019 to
award two additional days-off for all employees,
each year. New hires now start with a bank of 16
PTO hours to ensure they have security to meet
any personal or family needs that might arise right
from their start date. Employees are encouraged to
use these two additional days in the way that best
suits them, whether that means extra vacation time,
a sick day, or even just a mental health day.

TRAINING
Patient Experience Training: Westmed drives
culture by equipping employees with the skills,
tools and resources to consistently deliver a five
star experience for our patients. In order to truly
ingrain the Westmed values into the heart of
our team, Westmed introduced an innovative
new experiential learning course to our crossfunctional organization. The Westmed training
team performed an interactive dramatization of
real patient feedback and offered employees the
opportunity to demonstrate what it means to
deliver five-star service by working together as a
team.
Caring with Empathy Courses:

Westmed understands that demonstrating empathy
is critical to the ability to produce favorable health
outcomes for the patient population; however, we
also understand that expressing empathy within our
organization has a significant impact on our team’s
ability to work together effectively. Our team has
adapted a nationally-recognized program that
applies evidence-based communication skills to any
conversation. Using this model, our team is able to
grow the skill of emotional intelligence and provide
better care for the patients we serve.
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PHYSICIAN
ENGAGEMENT

EMPLOYEE
APPRECIATION

CORPORATE
FUNRUN-5K

SUMMER ICE
CREAM DAY

THANKSGIVING
PIE DAY

Westmed’s compassionate
providers are committed to
delivering comprehensive,
lifelong care, and Westmed
places significant emphasis
on celebrating their lifechanging work. Physician
engagement activities in
2019 include:

While each week provides
an opportunity to celebrate
the tremendous value of
our nurses, physicians and
staff, Westmed places
special emphasis on
departments and service
lines by following a calendar
of health care recognition
days throughout the year.

Employees are invited to
participate in Westchester’s
Corporate Fun Run - entry
fees 100% paid by Westmed,
as a corporate sponsor of the
event. This is a team event
where attendees participate
in a 5K run or walk and then
enjoy beer and food from
hospitality tents. This year,
Westmed had more than 90
people sign up to participate
and won the award for
biggest team! We are proud
to have our employees come
together and run in support
of Swim for America and the
fight against cancer.

Ice Cream Day is the
“sweetest” day of the year at
Westmed. Every summer,
we bring in Ben & Jerry’s
ice cream stations to each
medical office location,
offering every employee
the chance to create a DIY
sundae - no toppings are
spared!

Thanksgiving is a day to focus
on gratitude and signifies
the beginning of the festive
holiday season with family
and friends.

• Finkelstein Award
Ceremony
• Westchester Magazine’s
Top Doctors
• Westfair Online Fairfield
County’s Top Doctors
• Physician & CEO
Dinner Series
• Physician Speaker Series
• Case Conference Series
• CME Opportunities

• Employee Appreciation
Day (March)
• Doctor’s Day (March)
• Nurse’s Week (May)
• Case Management
Week (October)
• Physical Therapist
Month (October)

This is our way of celebrating
employees during the
summertime, for a job well
done, and for embodying the
real reason why Westmed is a
truly great place to work.

During this time, the
Westmed leadership
team thanks each of
our employees for their
continued commitment to
high quality patient care by
delivering a complimentary
Thanksgiving pie to each and
every team member across
its thirteen office locations.
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BUILDING AN
INCLUSIVE CULTURE
Our organization has always believed in the
importance of fostering an inclusive culture that
embraces and nurtures our patients, colleagues,
physicians and communities.

PEOPLE
DIVERSITY
Westmed believes that a diverse and inclusive
work environment that is reflective of the
community it surrounds is essential for fulfilling
its organizational mission of being a trusted
partner to patients in their comprehensive,
lifelong care.

SR. DIR OF TALENT ENGAGEMENT

“When we are hiring candidates
at Westmed, what we are really
looking for is whether or not we
believe they will be able to hold
true the mission and values that
we stand for. Principles such as
dedication, trustworthiness and
empathy – if you can embody
those values, then you’ll be set
up for success here.”
VILMA CUEVAS

35%

35% of our team are
Millennials.

40%

40% of our team are
Generation X.

THE WOMEN OF WESTMED
The health care industry is uniquely shaped by
women – women have a tremendous impact on
the health care industry as both consumers, and
employees. On average, women account for
more than 80% of the health care industry in our
country, but still only hold roughly 30% of the
executive positions within health care organizations.
Westmed Medical Group has a strong female
workforce, including a significant number of women
in executive positions.

81%

81% of our staff at senior
management level and above is
female.

24%

24% of our team are
Baby Boomers.

66%

66% of Westmed’s executive
team is female, and 50% of
our female leaders represent a
diverse ethnicity.

43%

43% of our team represents
racial/ethnic diversity
(non-white race/ethnicity).

46%

46% of our physicians are female
vs. the national average of 35%.

International Women’s Day on March 8 is a time

when people all over the world come together
to celebrate the professional and personal
achievements of women. The Westmed Female
Leadership team led the charge in 2019 to
champion these celebrations through a number of
events and activations.
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ENVIRONMENT
Westmed is committed to lessening its
organizational impact on the environment, and
focuses on making significant improvements
to waste management, energy conservation,
recycling and overall sustainability. With
the creation of the Westmed Go Green
Team, Westmed is taking an active role in
implementing policies and procedures that
support the wellbeing of future generations.
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GREEN BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP
In 2019, Westmed Medical Group was awarded the official GBP Green Business
Certification after demonstrating significant organizational investment in
environmental sustainability and energy conservation, as organized by the
Westmed Go Green Team.

ENVIRONMENT

In order to receive this distinction, Westmed’s Go Green Team worked alongside
operations and facilities leadership to demonstrate our organizational commitment
to sustainability, calculate the economic and environmental impact of the energy
use of our organization, develop efficiency programs for waste management and
land use, and make significant efforts to improve energy and water conservation.

WESTMED GO GREEN
The Westmed Go Green Program launched
in Q1 2019, with a mission to lessen the
organization’s impact on the environment, and
make significant improvements to Westmed’s
waste management, energy conservation,
recycling and overall sustainability.
The Westmed Go Green Team is comprised
of employee volunteers from all levels of the
organization, who meet monthly to review
sustainability efforts and discuss new ways
to operationalize processes to reduce our
environmental footprint.
The team’s collective efforts are concentrated
on supporting the wellbeing of future
generations by improving the conditions
in which humans and nature can exist in
productive harmony.

GROUNDS TO GROW ON™
PROGRAM AT WESTMED
Westmed is proud to now
announce our Grounds to
Grow On™ program, that
allows employees to recycle
K-Cup Pods from the
coffee they enjoy while at
work.
Keurig K-Cup® pods are
now placed in designated
receptacles across
Westmed locations and sent to a Grounds to
Grown On™ recycling service, where components
of the K-Cup pod are then separated and
transformed into recycled products – like aluminum
cans and shipping pallets.

In 6 months, Westmed anticipates recycling

30,000 USED K-CUPS

ORGANIC WASTE
RECYCLING CENTERS
In order to grow
Westmed’s
sustainability,
the Go Green
Team developed
a program to
integrate Organic Waste Recycling Centers at
three of multi-specialty major outpatient sites.
As part of a commitment to the planet, Westmed’s
organic waste recycling program diverts a portion
of waste that would traditionally end up in a landfill,
and composts that waste into yards of organic
mulch. Westmed is then able to repurchase and
reuse this organic mulch for landscaping purposes
at each of our office locations.
In 2019, Westmed composted

100 YARDS OF
ORGANIC MULCH
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VIKING PURE SANITIZING SOLUTIONS
Westmed has begun using Viking Pure Solutions for its cleaning and sanitizing
of all medical areas. Viking Pure’s patented e-water is a nontoxic solution that
has the power to redefine our idea of a clean environment. These “green”
cleaning solutions are actually more powerful than the harsh chemicals
traditionally used to clean medical environments. All of the Viking Pure
Sanitizing Solutions that Westmed has integrated into its medical facilities are
100% nontoxic and environmentally friendly for people and animals.

FROM OUR CEO

SINGLE USE
GOWN RECYCLING

ENERGY
CONSERVATION

Westmed has partnered with Image
First to institute a robust examroom recycling program for our
single use sanitary plastic gown
bag holders. On average Westmed
recycles approximately 2,000
pounds of plastic annually, from
single-use exam room gowns. Now,
through Westmed’s partnership with
Image First, this plastic is recycled
and used to manufacture moving
pallets and packing pellets across the
USA.

LED Lighting Efficiency – Westmed
upgraded two large parking lots
with energy efficient LED Lighting
by partnering with Healy Electric
for an estimated 75% wattage
conservation! Eco Dryers Westmed’s in-house design team
coordinated with the Go Green
volunteers to install a dozen public
restroom paper towel stations
with eco-friendly Dyson Airblade
Systems for energy savings and
paper towel use reduction. This
initiative helps us to reduce the load
on our limited landfills.

EARTH DAY

The Westmed 2019 “Plant with Your Pediatrician” event was hosted on April
22, 2019, and allowed pediatric patients to celebrate Earth Day with their
care team as we planted new flowers and shrubs in our gardens. Our young
patients enjoyed this enriching opportunity, where they learned about the
importance of our environment and how to protect it. By encouraging kids
to make a difference and respect the world we live in, we are able to support
the Westmed Go Green goal of improving sustainability and lessening our
collective impact on the environment.

“At Westmed, we take patient safety very seriously.
The greatest service you can provide patients is an
extremely sterile environment. With Viking Pure
Solutions, our patients have confidence that they
are coming here to get well, and stay well.”
ANTHONY VICEROY
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INNOVATION
Addressing the needs of our digitized health
care ecosystem, and implementing unique and
effective technological solutions that address
challenges faced by patients, physicians, staff
and our community.
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ONLINE TOOLS & SERVICES

INNOVATION
AWARDS &
RECOGNITION
Westmed is proud to have been honored as a
winner of the eHealthcare Leadership Awards
for the second consecutive year, for creating
outstanding patient-centered online tools and
services.
In 2019, Westmed earned the Silver Award
recognition for “Best Online Appointment
Scheduling” for a US Medical Practice, and
Distinction Honors for “Best Overall Mobile
Strategy”.

This year Westmed had a strong focus on
innovation and providing patients with increased
access to their health information. To enhance
our patient experience, and provide patients with
the “connected care” that they expect, Westmed
made significant enhancements to our My Westmed
Patient Portal and My Westmed Mobile Application in
2019.

175,342

Active My Westmed Users
With just
over 49% of

Westmed’s
patient
population
leveraging this
secure portal,
the organization takes responsibility to address our
patients’ needs and feedback by making continuous,
real-time updates to the tools’ interface, usability,
and data security. Some 2019 My Westmed
enhancements include:
Security: Created two-factor SMS authentication
for self-service patient registration, username
recovery and password reset requests.
Messaging: Unlocked secure-messaging
capabilities for services such as Sleep Lab,
Weight Management and Bariatrics to improve
user experience on portal and in-app.
Access to Test Results: Developed new “Test
Results” formatting to enhance readability.

PATIENT COMMUNICATION
& ENGAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
In order to provide our
patients with the best
possible service on
patient health outcomes,
Westmed understands
that it is our responsibility
to provide each person with seamless access to
important information about their health care,
where and when they need it.
Westmed launched a partnership with
SolutionReach™ in 2019 as a way to make it easier
for patients to communicate with the entire health
care team. Through this platform, patients are
able to opt-in to receive appointment confirmation
and reminders via email and SMS text, and even
start a conversation with our team digitally via text
message if they need to reschedule. Westmed
has already seen a 50% reduction in missed
appointments as a result of implementing this new
communication and practice efficiency system.

GOAL
Westmed’s technological vision for
2020 is to connect with patients
in ways that help to take the
complexity out of health care. We
will do so by offering new ways to
improve quality of care by closing
gaps in care delivery and patient
adherence through technology.
19

INNOVATION
INTERNAL WORKFLOW
AUTOMATION:
REDUCING
CORPORATE WASTE
Westmed introduced an entirely new corporate
workflow automation and efficiency tool
into our organization, Workday. This agile
human capital and financial management tool
provides Westmed management the benefit of
streamlined access and visibility into all finance,
HR and planning data – all in one place.
Through this customized cloud-based ERP,
employees are also able to access pay stubs,
benefits info, time off and expense tools, as well
as key learning and development applications
through one single dashboard. This system
has allowed Westmed to develop greater
practice efficiencies, thus creating significant
reductions to corporate waste.

HEALTH PROGRAM
INNOVATION

FUTURE-PROOFING
FOR 2020 & BEYOND

The success of Westmed Medical Group’s quality
initiatives is evidenced by its national recognition
for efforts to consistently deliver excellence in
patient care. Through a commitment to quality and
innovation, Westmed has been able to achieve the
highest level certifications in virtually every area of
medicine.

Westmed is committed to investing in solutions
that will help to grow patient access and
convenience in the future. Keeping our patients’
needs in mind, Westmed has built an innovation
task force, that is focused on the research and
development of emerging technologies that may
impact our industry. In 2019, this team had a
hyper focus on Amazon Alexa Skill-Building – an
“Internet of Things” (IOT) technology that will use
voice assistant skills to help patients use the My
Westmed skill to complete tasks like checking wait
times, booking an appointment or getting daily
health tips – all from the comforts of their home.

• National Committee for Quality Assurance
(NCQA) Certification: Level 3 Patient-Centered
Medical Home & Physician Organization
Certification in Credentialing and Recredentialing
• American Heart Association Check.
Change. Control. Cholesterol™ Recognition
Program Gold Recognition – 2019
• Urgent Care Association of America (UCAOA)
Accreditation – the highest level recognition
• AAAASF OBS Accreditation (Office Based Surgery)
• AAAASF Procedural Accreditation
(Gastroenterology: Ridge Hill & 3030)
• AAAASF Accreditation (Vascular Surgery Suite: 3030)
• National Accreditation Program for
Breast Centers (NAPBC)
• American Diabetes Association (ADA) Recognition:
Quality Diabetes Self-Management Education*
and Support (for the third consecutive year)
– Westmed Diabetes Education Program
• CLIA & CLEP Certified (Laboratory)
• AAAHC (Outpatient Service Center)
• Intersocietal Accreditation Commission
– ICAEL (Cardiology)
• Quality Oncology Practice Initiative
– QOPI (Oncology)
• MQSA Certified – NYS Registration/
Connecticut Registration
• American College of Radiology Certifications:
MRI, Ultrasound, Stereotactic, PET/CT Scan

While Amazon Alexa and “smart home
technologies” are not commonplace for usage in
the health care space just yet, our innovation team
is empowered to conduct research and test out
solutions so that Westmed is always ready for the
next generation of care delivery.
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CONTACT INFORMATION

If you have questions or comments regarding this report,
please email marketing@westmedgroup.com
Read more or download this report at:
www.westmedgroup.com/socialimpact
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Learn more at westmedgroup.com

